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Abstract Collisional charge transfer between graupel and ice crystals in the presence of cloud droplets
is considered the dominant mechanism for charge separation in thunderclouds. According to the relative
diffusional growth rate (RDGR) theory, the hydrometeor with the faster diffusional radius growth is charged
positively in such collisions. We explore sensitivities of the RDGR theory to nonspherical hydrometeors
and six parameters (pressure, temperature, liquid water content, sizes of ice crystals, graupel, and cloud
droplets). Idealized simulations of a thundercloud with two-moment cloud microphysics provide a
realistic sampling of the parameter space. Nonsphericity and anisotropic diffusional growth strongly
control the extent of positive graupel charging. We suggest a tuning parameter to account for anisotropic
effects not represented in bulk microphysics schemes. In a susceptibility analysis that uses automated
differentiation, we identify ice crystal size as most important RDGR parameter, followed by graupel size.
Simulated average ice crystal size varies with temperature due to ice multiplication and heterogeneous
freezing of droplets. Cloud microphysics and ice crystal size thus indirectly determine the structure of charge
reversal lines in the traditional temperature-water-content representation. Accounting for the variability
of ice crystal size and potentially habit with temperature may help to explain laboratory results and seems
crucial for RDGR parameterizations in numerical models. We find that the contribution of local water vapor
from evaporating rime droplets to diffusional graupel growth is only important for high effective water
content. In this regime, droplet size and pressure are the dominant RDGR parameters. Otherwise, the effect
of local graupel growth is masked by small ice crystal sizes that result from ice multiplication.
1. Introduction
Theories for the electrification of thunderclouds have been proposed for more than a hundred years. The
basic characteristics of most of these theories are summarized in Table 1. They suggest the generation of
oppositely charged hydrometeors of different terminal velocities (Table 1, resulting charging), either due to
rebounding collisions between different types or sizes of hydrometeors or due to the breakup of a single
particle (Table 1, feature). Before the collision or breakup event, positive and negative charges are usually
distributed heterogeneously within at least one of the involved hydrometeors—which does not yet carry a
net charge—due to various mechanisms (Table 1, driving factor). After collision and charge transfer of positive
or negative charges (Table 1, transfer) or breakup, the net and oppositely charged particles are gravitationally
separated. This leads to net charged regions within a thundercloud, although positive and negative charges
exist everywhere in a cloud (Takahashi et al., 1999).
It is now widely agreed that opposite charging of graupel particles and ice crystals during their rebounding
collisions in the mixed phase zone of thunderclouds is required for significant thundercloud electrification.
The consensus for the importance of this noninductive mechanism of rime electrification is supported by
numerical models (e.g., Helsdon et al., 2001; Mansell et al., 2010) and field observations in which regions of
high electrification were found to correlate with the presence of graupel, ice crystals, and supercooled cloud
droplets (e.g., Latham & Dye, 1989; Latham et al., 2007; Reinhart, 2014). Field measurements of Takahashi
et al. (1999) identified graupel and ice crystals as main carriers of charge, often showing opposite charges of
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droplets sufficient charge for thundercloud electrification can be generated on graupel and ice crystals during
their rebounding collision (e.g., Baker et al., 1987; Jayaratne et al., 1983; Keith & Saunders, 1990; Marshall et
al., 1978; Reynolds et al., 1957; Takahashi, 1978). Following previous literature, only the sign of graupel charge
will be indicated in the following while the ice crystals are implicitly assumed to be charged oppositely.
Observations show a quadrupolar charge structure in the main updraft regions of thunderstorms
(Stolzenburg et al., 1998a). Due to its requirement of mixed-phase microphysical conditions, charge separa-
tion by graupel-ice crystal collision can explain the dominant lower tripole of this charge structure if the main
negative charge center coincides with a reversal of graupel charge separation from a net negative charge
transfer to the graupel particles in higher regions of the cloud and net positive charge transfer below. Then,
net negative charge must converge in the region of charge transfer reversal since the net charges on both
the graupel particles falling in from above and ice crystals lifted from below are negative. The sign of charge
(SoC) reversal occurs between −10 and −20 ∘ C (Williams, 1989), where lower temperatures are expected for
deeper storms (Stolzenburg et al., 1998a).
Laboratory studies found that in general temperatures below −10 to −15 ∘ C and low to moderate effective
water content (EW) lead to a net negative graupel charge transfer and vice versa (Jayaratne et al., 1983; Keith
& Saunders, 1990; Saunders & Peck, 1998; Saunders et al., 2001, 1991). The EW is the product of liquid water
content (LWC) and the collision efficiency between cloud droplets and graupel particles and thus a measure
of water that is available for riming. As LWC and temperature generally decrease with height within a thun-
dercloud, those studies support the theory of the main tripolar charge distribution by gravitational sorting
of ice crystals and graupel particles. Numerical studies showed that parameterizations based on such labora-
tory results are indeed able to produce realistic charge structures in thunderclouds (e.g., Barthe et al., 2005;
Mansell et al., 2010; Scavuzzi & Caranti, 1996).
A good candidate to describe the SoC separation from graupel-ice crystal collisions is the relative diffusional
growth rate (RDGR) theory (Baker et al., 1987; Mitzeva et al., 2005). According to this theory, the crucial factor
for the SoC separation is the diffusional radius growth rate of the particles, dr∕dt. The particle that grows faster
by vapor diffusion is charged positively during collisions and vice versa. The theory assumes that droplets
involved in the riming of a graupel particle partially evaporate while they freeze onto its surface and thus pro-
vide a local source of water vapor. This vapor from the local field is thought to be important, as it provides an
additional vapor source to the graupel particle only, thus favoring positive graupel charging by faster diffu-
sional growth. The graupel is assumed to grow from the ambient vapor field (here also called far field) with a
rate (drg∕dt)far and from the local vapor field with a rate (drg∕dt)loc while the ice crystal grows from the ambi-
ent vapor alone with a rate dri∕dt as illustrated in Figure 1. The RDGR theory does not specify the mechanism
of charge transfer between a graupel and ice crystal during their rebounding collision. According to Baker
et al. (1987) any process that is influenced by the diffusional growth rate could be responsible for the collisional
generation of charged graupel particles and ice crystals.
To summarize, the SoC obtained by the graupel particle is determined by


































where the diffusional growth of hydrometeors is described in the form of mass growth rates dm∕dr that are
converted into radius growth rates. For this conversion, previous studies have assumed a spherical mass-radius
relationship of m(r) = 𝜌 4
3
πr3 with density 𝜌.
While the RDGR theory has been qualitatively supported by laboratory observations (Emersic & Saunders,
2010), a quantitative confirmation is missing so far. The reason for this probably lies in the complex sensitivities
of the theory, which have been explored in theoretical studies (Mitzeva et al., 2005; Tsenova et al., 2009). The
RDGR theory requires a variety of input parameters such as temperature, pressure, LWC, supersaturation, sizes
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Figure 1. Illustration of the relative diffusional growth rate theory. The
graupel particle (blue circle) grows by diffusion of water vapor from the far
field (black arrows) as well as from the local field (red arrows) that is created
by cloud droplets (gray circle) that partially evaporate while freezing onto
the graupel surface during riming. Ice crystals (green hexagon) only grow
from the far field.
of graupel particles, ice crystals, and cloud droplets. Laboratory results are
typically presented as a functions of temperature and EW or LWC weighted
with collision efficiency and relative fall velocity (rime accretion rate). Mod-
eling studies have explored supersaturation (Mitzeva et al., 2005; Tsenova
et al., 2010), ice and graupel radii, and relative fall velocities of graupel and
ice particles as important parameters of the RDGR theory.
In this paper, we want to follow up on these theoretical studies by present-
ing a sensitivity study with a more realistic setting. We extend the RDGR
theory to account for nonspherical particles and anisotropic diffusional
growth, and we use numerical simulations to generate a realistic sampling
of the RDGR parameter space rather than varying one parameter at a time
as previous studies have done.
2. Methods
Our implementation of the RDGR theory follows Tsenova et al. (2009)
with slight improvements (C. Saunders, and R. P. Mitzeva, personal com-
munication, November/December 2014). Note that we do not consider
the terminal fall velocity as an independent parameter but calculate it
based on the hydrometeor size. We adapt the growth rates to account for
nonspherical hydrometeors and anisotropic diffusional growth.
2.1. RDGR Theory for Nonspherical Hydrometeors
Nonsphericity affects the mass-size relationship m = m(r), where r
denotes the hydrometeor radius, or dominant length scale, needed for the
conversion of mass into radius growth rates (terms 𝜕r∕𝜕m in equation (3)).










where the first equation with index i describes ice crystals and the second with index g graupel particles. We
use parameter values ai = 0.835, ag = 0.142, bi = 0.390, and bg = 0.314 (Glassmeier & Lohmann, 2016).
The capacitance C accounts for the anisotropy of diffusional mass growth (terms 𝜕m∕𝜕t in equation (3))
due to a nonspherical hydrometeor geometry. Typical ice crystal geometries corresponds to capacitances
(Pruppacher & Klett, 2010)
Ci = ci ⋅ ri, (5)

















) , 𝜖 = √1 − a2 for prolate spheroids with axis lengths r1 = ri, r2 = r3 = ari.
(6)
The capacitance of the graupel particle can be assumed to result from its inhomogeneous surface properties
caused by riming rather than as a result of a pronounced overall nonsphericity in shape. We assume that these
surface effects can be lumped into a prefactor cg such that equation (5) is also applicable to graupel.
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where the capacitance prefactors of graupel and ice crystals can be lumped into a general anisotropy factor
ca = cg∕ci because ci > 0 and thus does not change the sign of Δ upon division. The detailed expressions for
the spherical mass growth rates are summarized in Appendix A.
2.2. Simulations
The sign of graupel charge predicted by the RDGR theory as formulated here depends on the following param-
eters: pressure, temperature, supersaturation, LWC, cloud droplet, ice crystal, and graupel size. We obtain sets
of these parameters that are representative of in-cloud values from an idealized simulation of a thundercloud
following Weisman and Klemp (1982) with a boundary-layer water vapor mixing ratio of 14 g/kg and a unidi-
rectional vertical wind shear of 10 m/s between ground level and 6-km height. We apply the nonhydrostatic
limited-area model of the Consortium for Small-scale Modeling (COSMO) (Baldauf et al., 2011; Vogel et al.,
2009) in a high-resolution setup with a horizontal grid spacing of 500 m, a stretched vertical grid with 100 lev-
els and a time step of 3 s. The extent of the model domain comprises 300 × 250 grid points in the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the horizontal winds and 22 km in the vertical direction.
The model is coupled to a two-moment bulk microphysics scheme that predicts mass and number densities
of six hydrometeor classes, that is, cloud droplets and rain drops, cloud ice, snow, graupel, and hail (Noppel
et al., 2010; Seifert & Beheng, 2006). Equivalent particle radii are diagnosed from equation (4) by using the
mean particle mass obtained from the ratio of particle mass and number densities. The microphysics scheme
describes the partitioning between water vapor and liquid water based on a saturation adjustment approach
such that saturation with respect to water is assumed whenever liquid is present. Mixed-phase regions as they
are relevant for the RDGR theory thus always feature water.
The droplet activation follows the parameterization of Segal and Khain (2006) with a continental aerosol back-
ground. Primary ice nucleation follows Paukert and Hoose (2014) with dust-aerosol-dependent freezing of
cloud droplets (immersion freezing). We perform simulations with dust number concentrations of 104, 105,
106, 107, and 108 m−3 in the lower atmosphere. The number concentration of cloud condensation nucleii (CCN)
remains unchanged. Following the climatology of mineral dust over Europe (Hande et al., 2015), dust number
concentration exponentially decays above 2 km. Dust aerosol is advected by the grid-scale circulation and
diffused by subgrid turbulence. Ice multiplication by rime splintering follows Hallett and Mossop (1974).
3. Results
Figure 2 illustrates the thermodynamic and microphysical state of the simulated thundercloud 2.5 hr after
convection was triggered in the conditionally unstable atmosphere of the Weisman and Klemp (1982) pro-
files by the release of a warm bubble. We base our analysis on this time step, because it corresponds to the
mature stage of the storm and thus provides sufficient cloudy grid points for statistically robust results. As the
microphysical state of the convective core quickly reaches a relatively steady state, our results are not particu-
larly sensitive to the time step chosen for analysis. We present our analysis for the highest dust concentration
because this concentration clearly results in a charge reversal line from positive to negative graupel charging
with decreasing temperature that is approximately located in the expected temperature window (Williams,
1989) of −10 to −20 ∘ C. Sensitivities to the background aerosol are discussed in section 3.2.2. The RDGR the-
ory can be applied to the mixed-phase region of a cloud when graupel is present. We define this region such
that LWC, ice water content, and graupel water content all have to exceed minimal values of 10−10 kg/m3.
3.1. Anisotropy of Hydrometeors
Figure 3 illustrates the sign of graupel charging diagnosed from the simulation output for different choices of
the anisotropy parameter ca as a function of temperature and EW. The other four parameters, that is, the radii
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Figure 2. Horizontal average of liquid water content (filled contours), ice water content (white contours, in grams per
cubic meter), graupel water content (dark gray contours, in grams per cubic meter), and temperature (black dashed
contour lines) at t = 2.5 hr in the simulated cloud for a dust concentration of 10−8 m−3. The mixed-phase region, which
is relevant for the relative diffusional growth rate theory, is highlighted by brighter colors. The color scale matches these
saturated colors but also applies to the corresponding colors of lower saturation.
of ice crystals, graupel particles and droplets, and the pressure, are not controlled for, such that different signs
of charge can occur for a given combination of temperature and EW. In lightly colored regions 20% to 50% of
data points deviate from the majority charging sign. The approximate location of charge reversal lines can be
inferred from the locations of dark-colored regions, where only 20% of data points deviate from the major-
ity charging sign. The continuous transformation of these regions with changing values of the anisotropy
parameter give additional guidance on where charge reversal lines are expected.
For isotropic hydrometeor growth (ca = 1), we generally diagnose negative graupel charging everywhere in
the simulated cloud (Figure 3), while the positive charge transfer to graupel particles dominates for a strong
anisotropic growth as illustrated for ca = 8. Such strong anisotropies are probably not realistic because they
would, for example, require a prolate ice crystals with a = 0.1 and very rough graupel with cg ≈ 2.7. For an
intermediate value of ca = 3, we obtain a distinct structure of charge transfer reversal lines. To obtain the
expected charge transfer reversal from the RDGR theory in combination with realistic parameter combina-
tions, we thus find it necessary to use ca as a tuning parameter similar to the use of the ventilation coefficient
in Mitzeva et al. (2005). Concerning its interpretation, it is important to note that the charging pattern is also
highly sensitive to the particle geometry given by the a and b parameters in equation (7). In our study, we keep
fixed values of a and b but changing their values would have a similar (although in the case of b nonlinear)
effect as changing the anisotropy parameter ca. The anisotropy parameter can thus be interpreted as encom-
passing both, the uncertainties of the anisotropy of diffusional growth, represented by capacitances, as well
as the anisotropy of the resulting particle geometry, represented by r(m) and its derivative. In this sense, the
tuning parameter ca accounts for processes acting on the microscale that are not represented by a bulk cloud
microphysics scheme but that are important for the RDGR theory. We choose a tuning of ca = 3 for the rest
of our analysis because the corresponding pattern includes a charge reversal line from positive to negative
graupel charging with decreasing temperature that is approximately located in the expected temperature
window (Williams, 1989) of −10 to −20 ∘ C.
The charging structure in Figure 3 (c) can be separated into two regimes, which will be discussed in the remain-
der of this section. For the first regime with EW < 0.6 g/m3, charge transfer reversal lines are approximately
vertical, which means that the sign of the charge transfer is mainly determined by temperature and largely
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Figure 3. Regions of positive (red) and negative (blue) graupel charging as a
function of temperature and effective water content (EW) in the simulated
cloud for hydrometeor anisotropies of (a–e) ca = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8. This study
focuses on the case in (c), ca = 3, which is shown enlarged. Colors
correspond to the majority charging of data points in the bin. Dark colors
indicate regions where <20% of data points differ in charging from the
majority charging. Stipplings indicate a sample size <30 for the bin average.
independent of EW. For the second regime with EW > 0.6 g/m3, the
charge transfer reversal line is more horizontal, indicating a dependence
of charging on EW.
3.2. Temperature, Cloud Microphysics, and Ice Crystal Radius
The dependence of the SoC transfer on temperature in the EW < 0.6-g/m3
regime can be traced back to being mediated by the ice crystal radius ri .
Figure 4 shows that the temperature dependence vanishes when control-
ling for ri instead of EW. The SoC appears to vary with temperature because
the ice crystal radius is a function of the temperature in the cloud as illus-
trated in Figure 5 (top). The maximum of the ice crystal radius at about
−15 ∘ C corresponds to a minimum in the diffusional radius growth rate
of the ice crystals (Figure 5, bottom, blue line) because diffusional radius
growth rates—in contrast to mass growth rates—are inversely propor-
tional to the hydrometeor radius. The growth rate of the ice crystal is thus
smaller than that of the graupel particle (Figure 5, bottom, black line). This
explains the region of positive graupel charging between −14 and −20 ∘
C in Figure 3c. Graupel charges negatively below and above this region.
3.2.1. Susceptibility Analysis
Our observation that the SoC is controlled by the ice crystal radius for EW<
0.6 g/m3 is consistent with the sensitivities of the RDGR theory to its differ-
ent input parameters with the ice crystal radius being the dominant one.
We quantify these in the form of relative sensitivities, or susceptibilities,
s(p, T , LWC, rc, ri, rg) =











that is, as normalized or logarithmic partial derivatives of the diffusional
growth rate difference Δ to the input parameters X ∈ {p, T , LWC, rc, ri, rg}.
The use of the term susceptibility is motivated by the albedo susceptibil-
ity, defined by Platnick and Twomey (1994), and precipitation susceptibility,
subsequently introduced by Feingold and Siebert (2009). Like their electric
and magnetic counterparts, susceptibilities have the advantage over non-
relative sensitivities that they are dimensionless such that they can directly
be compared for different input parameters.
We use automatic differentiation to derive the partial derivatives from
our implementation of the RDGR theory as described in Appendix A.
Automatic differentiation is a computational technique that needs to be
distinguished from both numerical and symbolic differentiation. Instead,
the source code of the function to be derived—which may contain itera-
tive elements—is decomposed into elemental computations like addition
and exponentiation. By repeated application of the chain rule, this decom-
position then allows construction of the derivative based on the known
symbolic derivatives of the limited number of elemental functions. Prac-
tically, programming language-specific software packages for automatic
differentiation are available (aut, 2018, http://www.autodiff.org/). For our
python code, we use the package autograd (Maclaurin et al., 2017). The automatic differentiation routine
provided by autograd takes our python routine for the RDGR as input and provides a new routine as output,
which is an implementation of the derivative of our RDGR routine. We stress that only source code is required
to obtain the derivative routine. Simulation output is not needed.
The derivatives s(p, T , LWC, rc, ri, rg) are functions of all the input parameters such that their evaluation
requires a sampling of the parameters space in the same manner asΔ(p, T , LWC, rc, ri, rg) does. Figure 6 shows
the susceptibilities resulting from our in-cloud sampling of the parameter space. The figure shows that the
ice crystal radius is indeed the dominant RDGR parameter except for EW > 0.6 g/m3, where the local growth
becomes important. This high EW regime will be discussed in the next section. The susceptibility to the ice
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Figure 4. Regions of positive (red) and negative (blue) graupel charging as a
function of temperature and ice radius for all data points in the simulated
cloud for a hydrometeor anisotropy of ca = 3. Colors correspond to the
majority charging of data points in the bin. Dark colors indicate regions
where <20% of data points differ in charging from the majority charging.
Stipplings indicate a sample size <30.
crystal radius is closely followed by that to the graupel radius. This is in
accordance with Tsenova et al. (2009), who found the ice crystal radius
to be more important than the graupel radius for EW below 1 g/m3 and
temperatures above −7 ∘ C.
3.2.2. Cloud Microphysics and Aerosol Effects
The temperature profile of the crystal radius (Figure 5, top) is the result of
temperature-dependent cloud microphysical processes, in particular ice
multiplication and heterogeneous freezing (Figure 7). Ice multiplication
following Hallett and Mossop (1974) is a significant source of large num-
bers of small ice crystals at warm temperatures, which explains the small
ice crystal radii found in this regime. The negative graupel charging at in
the lower part of the simulated cloud is thus the result of ice multiplication.
While being transported upward in the updraft, ice crystals grow by dif-
fusion until their size peaks around −15 ∘C. At colder temperatures, the
heterogeneous freezing of cloud droplets adds new, small ice crystals to
the population such that the mean ice crystal size is reduced.
The hypothesis that temperature controls cloud microphysical processes,
which in turn determine the ice crystal radius, and thus, the SoC transfer is
confirmed when perturbing the cloud microphysical state of the simulated
cloud. To perturb the sizes of ice and graupel, we vary the concentration
of dust aerosol while keeping the number concentration of CCN constant.
Dust aerosol acts as ice nucleating particles in our simulations such that
increased dust concentrations enhance heterogeneous freezing. Ice multi-
plication is not directly affected by the concentration of ice nucleating particles. Figure 8 (top) in fact illustrates
that lower dust concentrations result in larger ice crystals at cold temperatures, while the ice crystal radii at
Figure 5. Ice crystal radius (top, cyan) in the simulated cloud and resulting rates of ice radius growth (bottom, blue) and
total graupel radius growth (bottom, black) for ca = 3 with its contributions from the local (bottom, red) and far
(bottom, green) field as a function of cloud temperature. Solid lines are median values over all data points in the
simulated cloud with the colored shading indicating the 20th and 80th percentiles. The cyan dashed line in the top plot
shows the ice radius of the most frequent combination of ice and graupel radii for a given temperature as obtained from
the maximum of a 2-D histogram of ice and graupel radii (it is this ice radius, rather than the median, that is reflected in
the growth rates, which are calculated from combinations of ice and graupel radii.).
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Figure 6. Median susceptibilities of the diffusional growth rate difference Δ = drg∕dt − dri∕dt to pressure (blue),
ambient temperature (green), liquid water content (red), cloud droplet radius (cyan), ice crystal radius (magenta), and
graupel radius (yellow) as a function of (left) temperature and (right) effective water content as sampled by the
simulated in-cloud values.
warm temperatures are unaffected. The corresponding aerosol effect on the SoC transfer is shown in Figure 8
(bottom). It causes an extension of the positive charging region to temperatures T < −20 ∘C.
What we discuss here, is the primary effect of aerosol via hydrometeor size on the SoC separation. This effect
cannot be studied with current charge-separation parameterizations that only depend on EW and temper-
ature and not on hydrometeor sizes. The direct effect has to be distinguished from secondary effects of
microphysical perturbations. As described by Zhao et al. (2015), a CCN perturbation can lead to an increase in
cloud water content that changes the sign of graupel charging according to an EW- and T-dependent param-
eterization. Mansell and Ziegler (2013) discuss that CCN perturbations also affect graupel-ice crystal collision
rates and thus the total charge separation.
3.3. EW and Growth From the Local Field
The LWC influences the RDGR via the local growth of the graupel particle (equations (3) and (A2)). Figure 5
(bottom) illustrates that this local contribution to the overall graupel growth rate is largest for temperatures
T >−10 ∘ C. This is the temperature regime, however, where ice multiplication quickly reduces the bulk aver-
age ice crystal size (section 3.2). Small ice crystal radii lead to ice crystal radius growth rates that are larger
than the graupel radius growth rates, even including the local vapor field. In our simulation, the effect of the
local field is therefore masked by the fast radius growth rate of the numerous, small ice crystals resulting from
ice multiplication.
Our simulation samples the EW-T parameter space reliably for a wide range of temperatures for values of
EW < 0.6 g/m3. Figure 5 is therefore dominated by and most representative for regions with EW < 0.6 g/m3.
Higher EW are only well sampled for temperatures T >−12 ∘ C. Restricting the analysis to warm temperatures,
Figure 9 shows that vapor deposition from the local field dominates overall graupel growth almost for the
whole EW range (for EW > 0.1 g/m3). At EW > 0.7 g/m3, the graupel depositional growth rate, which is entirely
due to the local field, becomes larger than the ice crystal growth rate. The EW dependence of Figure 3c at
Figure 7. Bulk average radius growth rates of the ice crystals from ice
multiplication (blue), aggregation of ice-phase hydrometeors (green),
heterogeneous freezing of cloud droplets (orange), and vapor deposition
(black) versus temperature for all data points in the simulated cloud. Note
that the vapor deposition rate deviates slightly from the one in Figure 5
because the plot is based on direct model output (mean values) instead of
offline diagnosed rates (median values).
T >−12 ∘ C can thus be attributed to the local contribution of the graupel
growth rate.
The dominance of the local growth for EW > 0.7 g/m3 also changes the
importance of susceptibilities of the RDGR theory to its parameters. As
shown in Figure 6 (right), the growth rate difference is most susceptible
to the cloud droplet radius and pressure and least susceptible to the sizes
of graupel and ice for EW > 0.6 g/m3. The strong sensitivity to the cloud
droplet radius follows because the graupel growth equation from the local
vapor field is directly proportional to it (equation (A2)). The sensitivity to
the pressure is probably related to its effect on the graupel ventilation
coefficients via the air density (sections A1 and A2). A strong sensitivity of
the RDGR theory to ventilation has been discussed by Mitzeva et al. (2005).
3.4. Implications for Laboratory Results
The weak sensitivity of the RDGR to crystal and graupel size in the
local-growth dominated regime is in accordance with laboratory studies
of Jayaratne et al. (1983) and Keith and Saunders (1990), which do not find
a crystal size dependence of the SoC. Both studies report LWC ≈ 1 g/m3,
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Figure 8. Ice crystal radius (top) and relative diffusional growth rate (bottom) for ca = 3 as a function of temperature in
the simulated cloud for dust concentrations from 104 to 108 m−3 as indicated. Note that the black lines in this figure
directly correspond to Figure 5.
which Keith and Saunders (1990) relate to EW ≈ 0.5 g/m3. This seems reasonably close to the onset of a
significant contribution from local growth to the RDGR in Figure 9.
An alternative explanation for the absence of a crystal size dependence may be related to the nonsphericity
of ice crystals, which is not controlled for in the experiments. Both studies grow their ice crystals natu-
rally, which results in ice crystal habits and ice densities that vary with temperature. In equation (7), this
temperature-dependent nonsphericity corresponds to a temperature-dependent capacitance ci(T) and to
temperature-depenent parameters 𝛼i(T), 𝛽i(T). The temperature dependence of these parameters may mask
the size dependence of the RDGR. Ice crystal habits may thus provide an alternative to ice crystal size in
explaining the temperature dependence of the SoC based on the RDGR theory.
In accordance with the susceptibilities from Figure 6, the ice crystal radius dependence of the RDGR dominates
over the effect of EW, except for EW > 0.7 g/m3 and T < −12 ∘ C. As illustrated in Figure 10, EW generally
controls the SoC when the dominant variability of the ice crystal radius is removed by fixing its value. This
observation is very interesting in the context of laboratory studies as sketched in Figure 10. The one-chamber
study of Saunders and Peck (1998) corresponds to a well-mixed mixed-phase situation at water saturation and
reports a horizontal charge reversal line, similar to our results for fixed ice crystal radius. Two-chamber studies
by Takahashi (1978),1Saunders et al. (2006), and Pereyra et al. (2000) are performed during the equilibration
phase after mixing cloud droplet- and ice crystal-containing air masses, which corresponds to ice crystals and
graupel particles experiencing supersaturations that deviate from water saturation. These studies find more
vertical charge reversal lines, similar to our results for variable ice crystal radius.
Considering their curvature and positive-to-negative (with decreasing temperature) charge reversal, the
observed charge reversal lines best correspond to the charge reversal line at −20 ∘ C in this study. We
Figure 9. Same as Figure 5 (bottom), but for effective water content instead
of temperature and a restricted temperature range of 0 ∘ C > T >−12 ∘ C.
simulate a deep storm (Figure 2), and Stolzenburg et al. (1998b) observe
an upward shift of the expected charge-sign-reversal region to colder tem-
peratures with increasing storm depth. It therefore is plausible that we
observe a charge reversal line at the lower end of the expected tempera-
ture range.
Our study shows a region of negative graupel charging at T >−15 ∘C and
EW < 0.7 g/m3. As discussed, this region is the result of ice multiplication.
The deviation of the model derived signs of charge and laboratory results,
which also have successfully been applied in simulating observed storms,
1 According to Saunders et al. (2006) this study can be considered two-chamber like although it was performed with a single
chamber.
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Figure 10. Regions of positive (red) and negative (blue) graupel charging as a function of temperature and EW for
(a) values in the simulated cloud (same as Figure 3c) and (b) values in the simulated cloud but with a fixed ice crystal
radius ri = 80 μm for ca = 3. Colors correspond to the majority charging of data points in the bin. Dark colors indicate
regions where <20% of data points differ in charging from the majority charging. Stipplings indicate a sample size <30.
Lines sketch the charge reversal lines obtained from laboratory results of Takahashi (1978; purple), Saunders et al. (2006;
dark blue), Pereyra et al. (2000; green), and Saunders and Peck (1998; light blue). EW = effective water content.
can on the one hand be explained by the fact that simulations of mixed-phase cloud microphysics remain
difficult. On the other hand, one should bear in mind that we simulate an idealized storm that may be atypical.
Saunders et al. (2014) suggests that the differences in supersaturation can explain the differently shaped
charge reversal lines between one- and two-chamber experiments. Given that the ice crystal size is reasonably
well constrained in one-chamber experiments and probably less constrained in two-chamber experiments,
our results in Figure 10 offer an alternative explanation for the experimentally observed differences. The dif-
ferences are probably the result of a combination of an ice crystal radius and supersaturation effect. To answer
this question—under the assumption that the RDGR theory explains charge separation—new laboratory
results that measure the ice crystal radius as a function of temperature are required.
4. Conclusion
We have presented a follow-up analysis to the theoretical sensitivity studies of Mitzeva et al. (2005) and Tsen-
ova et al. (2009) that explores the RDGR theory in a more realistic setting. On the one hand we account for
nonspherical particles and anisotropic diffusional growth, and on the other hand we use numerical simula-
tions of an idealized thundercloud to obtain a sampling of the RDGR parameter space that is representative
for in-cloud values.
We find that nonsphericity and anisotropy strongly shift the relative strength of ice crystal and graupel growth
rates and thus control the extent of regions of positive graupel charging (Figure 3). We introduce a single tun-
ing parameter (equation (7)) that encapsulates the combined effect of microscopic hydrometeor properties,
that is, shape and growth characteristics, that are parameterized in typical cloud-microphysics schemes.
Our numerical in-cloud sampling of the parameter space enables us to relate the pattern of charging regions
and charge reversal lines as predicted by the RDGR theory to cloud microphysics. We identify two regimes.
The largest part of the mixed-phase region of the thundercloud features EW < 1 g/m3. In this regime, the
local growth of graupel can be neglected and the sign of the graupel charge is controlled by the ice crystal
radius as the dominant parameter (Figure 6). The ice crystal radius varies as a function of in-cloud tempera-
ture in our results (Figure 5). It peaks at an intermediate temperature of T ≈ −15 ∘C because the mean ice
crystal radius is reduced by ice multiplication for high temperature (T>-15∘C), and by heterogeneous freez-
ing of cloud droplets at temperatures T < −15 ∘C (Figure 7). This relationship between temperature, cloud
microphysics, and the ice crystal radius explains the charge transfer reversal with temperature according to
the RDGR theory. Variations in the concentration of ice nucleating particles modulate the ice crystal radius
at colder temperatures and can thus influence the charging pattern. We find that the extent of the region
of positive graupel charging increases for lower INP concentrations and corresponding larger ice crystals. In
light of evidence for lightning enhancement under polluted aerosol conditions (Altaratz et al., 2017, and ref-
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erences therein; Thornton et al., 2017), it would be very interesting to investigate the role such primary effects
of aerosol on charge separation in comparison to secondary effects like changes in the location and extent of
the mixed-phase region.
The graupel growth from the local field crucially controls the sign of graupel charge at effective water contents
EW > 0.6 g/m3, which are restricted to temperatures T >−12 ∘ C in our simulations (Figure 9). In contrast to
laboratory studies, we find a region of negative graupel charging for T >−14 ∘C and EW < 0.6. In this region,
the effect of ice multiplication on ice crystal size and the corresponding large growth rates of ice crystals mask
the contribution from the local field (Figure 5).
For this study, we have assumed that the anisotropy parameter ca (equation (7)) is a constant and does in
particular not depend on the temperature T . The habit of ice crystals is strongly influenced by temperature
(e.g., Lohmann et al., 2016). Here we concentrated on an assumed effect of riming on the anisotropy of grau-
pel, which explains our choice. A T-dependent anisotropy parameter ca(T) may contribute to the observed T
dependence of the SoC in addition or alternatively to a T dependence of the ice crystal size. Our discussion in
the following largely applies to both scenarios, T-dependent ice crystal size and T-dependent ice crystal habit.
In this study, we considered a six-dimensional parameter space for the RDGR theory that is spanned by pres-
sure, temperature, LWC, and the radii of cloud droplets, ice crystals, and graupel particles. Laboratory results
are typically reported in a two-dimensional reduction of the six-dimensional space, namely, as a function of
temperature and EW only. This raises the question, if a two-dimensional representation is at all appropriate
and which two variables best capture the sensitivities of the RDGR theory. For the far-field dominated regime,
our susceptibility analysis shows that the ice crystal radius followed by the graupel radius are the most dom-
inant parameters of the RDGR theory (Figure 6). This result is in accordance with the weaker statement of
Tsenova et al. (2009) that the ice crystal radius is more important than the graupel radius except for warm
temperatures and very high water contents (EW > 1 g/m3). For the regime dominated by the local field, the
RDGR is most sensitive to cloud droplet radius and pressure (Figure 6). Based on these susceptibilities, a T-EW
representation of laboratory results seems neither optimal for the local nor the far-field dominated regime.
In particular, we find that the T-EW representation hides the importance of the ice crystal radius (or poten-
tially the ice crystal habit) and might complicate the comparison and interpretation of laboratory studies
(Figure 10). As a further implication, the experimental radius (along with the habit) needs to vary with tem-
perature in a way representative of in situ in-cloud values to make laboratory results reported in the T-EW
space applicable for usage in numerical models. Given that most numerical models used for electrification
studies feature two-moment microphysics schemes today and thus predict ice crystal radii, it seems unnec-
essary to parameterize the effect of the ice crystal radius via temperature within the RDGR theory. Due to the
regime-dependent sensitivities, a two-dimensional representation of RDGR results in general seems difficult.
Instead, charge separation according to the RDGR theory could be explicitly represented in models. The use
of two-moment cloud microphysics schemes allows for the prediction of crucial parameters of the RDGR the-
ory as bulk averages while hydrometeor anisotropy could be handled by the tuning parameter introduced
here, potentially in a temperature-dependent version ca(T).
The above discussions assume that the RDGR theory is indeed the correct model behind collisional charge
separation. The fact that the T-EW representation does not seem consistent with the RDGR theory but has
proven successful in reporting laboratory studies and for parameterizations points to potential problems with
the RDGR theory. Our results specifically suggest that the laboratory studies of Jayaratne et al. (1983) and
Keith and Saunders (1990) should be extended to test if the SoC depends on ice crystal and graupel sizes for
a range of EW and when controlling for the ice crystal habit. If the RDGR theory is the correct model, such a
relationship is expected from our results. New laboratory studies that control the ice crystal radius as a function
of temperature along with hydrometeor properties and growth anisotropy would be desirable. Those would
allow to quantitatively, instead of qualitatively as, for example, Emersic and Saunders (2010), test the RDGR
theory.
Even given the theoretical feasibility of an explicit parameterization of charge separation according to the
RDGR theory, the sensitivity of the RDGR theory to certain parameters poses a challenge for numerical mod-
els. In this study, we found the SoC to critically depend on the ice crystal radius, which in our case is shaped
by ice multiplication and heterogeneous freezing. Both processes are still poorly understood (Field et al.,
2016; Kanji et al., 2017), and their parameterizations in models are extremely uncertain. If our model took
high-temperature ice nucleating particles, for example, from biological material (Hoose & Möhler, 2012; Kanji
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et al., 2017) into account, the onset of heterogeneous freezing would be shifted to warmer temperatures, as
would the maximum of the ice crystal radius. This could shift the positive-to-negative charge reversal currently
located at −20 ∘ C—which may be appropriate for a supercell storm (Stolzenburg et al., 1998b)—to a more
typical position around −15 ∘ C. Similarly, ice multiplication parameterizations beyond (Hallett & Mossop,
1974), for example, by ice-ice collisions (Yano & Phillips, 2011), which are active at colder temperatures are
expected to modify the pattern of the charging regions. As a third example, an aerosol-aware freezing of
rain drops as recently suggested by Paukert et al. (2017) is expected the affect the crystal radius-temperature
relationship: As the majority of potential ice nuclei is converted to rain-sized drops due to collision and
coalescence, more cloud water is available for riming at high altitudes. In turn, the sensitivity to aerosol con-
centrations results from the freezing probabilities of rain, and the altitude of maximum ice radii is determined
by ice crystal conversion due to riming.
As far as uncertainties in hydrometeor shape and density, that is, mass-size relationships, are concerned, new
approaches to modeling mixed-phase cloud microphysics that replace the distinction between ice crystals,
snowflakes, and graupel particles by an adaptive ice-phase category of process-dependent density (Morri-
son & Milbrandt, 2015) seem promising. In terms of crystal habit and graupel anisotropy, approaches like
Jensen et al. (2017), which take specific growth axis into account to describe anisotropic diffusional growth
of ice-phase hydrometeors could replace the tuning parameter ca. Last but not least, the numerical simula-
tions in this study are based on assuming water saturation in mixed-phase regions. Modeling studies based
on predicted supersaturation report supersaturations as high as 10% to 15% with respect to liquid water in
convective updrafts, especially in pristine aerosol conditions (Grabowski & Morrison, 2017; Lebo et al., 2012).
This indicates that the assumption of water saturation might be problematic, especially given the reported
strong sensitivities of the RDGR theory to supersaturation (Mitzeva et al., 2005).
Laboratory experiments indicate a role of cloud water in the charge separation process. The RDGR theory in
its current form explains the relevance of cloud water by the local contribution to graupel growth. Our study
raises the questions if this is indeed the case. Next to the indirect effect of the local growth on the far-field
growth via an increased graupel surface temperature (equation (A1)), effects of cloud droplets on far-field
ventilation along the lines of Mitzeva et al. (2005) offer an alternative explanation. Our study suggests that
also an effect of the riming rate on the growth anisotropy of the graupel could mediate an influence of cloud
water on charge separation without including local graupel growth.
In conclusion, charge generation in general and charge separation according to the RDGR theory and its
microphysical controls in particular continue to pose a challenge from the microscale to the cloud scale. This
study suggests that a combined effort of experimentalists and cloud microphysicists is required to clarify the
role of the RDGR theory.
Appendix A
The following equations for the diffusional mass growth rates of spherical hydrometeors are based on Tsenova
et al. (2009) as well as Pruppacher and Klett (2010) and Wallace and Hobbs (2006).








rg: spherical graupel radius
Dv: diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air (Pruppacher & Klett, 2010)
𝜌w(Ta): saturation vapor density with respect to water at in-cloud temperature Ta
Ta: (ambient) cloud temperature
𝜌i(Tg): saturation vapor density with respect to ice at graupel surface temperature Tg
Tg: temperature of graupel surface; following (Macklin & Payne, 1967) it is determined by
EW ⋅ V ⋅
Lf + cw(Ta − T0) + ci(T0 − Tg)
4





3 K(Tg − Ta) + Sc
1
3 DvLs[𝜌i(Tg) − 𝜌a(Ta)]
2rg
EW: effective water content; EW = LWC ⋅ Ecoll
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LWC: liquid water content
Ecoll = Eg ⋅ Ec (Seifert & Beheng, 2006)
Eg =
{
0 if 2rg ≤ 150μm
1 if 2rg > 150μm
Ec =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 if 2rd < 10μm
2rd−10μm
30μm
if 10μm ≤ 2rd ≤ 40μm
1 if 2rd > 40μm
Lf : latent heat of freezing; Lf = 0.333 ⋅ 106 J∕kg
Ls: latent heat of sublimation; Lf = 2.834 ⋅ 106 J∕kg (Seifert & Beheng, 2006)
cw: specific heat of liquid water; cw = 4, 187 J/kg/K
T0: melting temperature of ice; T0 = 273.15 K
K : thermal conductivity (see Lohmann et al., 2016, p. 191)
Pr: Prandtl number; Pr = cp𝛾a𝜎a
K
cp: specific heat of dry air at constant pressure; cp = 1, 005 J/kg/K
𝜒 : numerical factor, adapted for spherical particles from Avila et al. (1999) according to Tsenova et
al. (2009);
𝜒= 0.6 + 0.83 exp(−5.17 ⋅ 1017 ⋅ r4d ⋅ V)
ci : specific heat of ice; ci = 2, 093.4 J/kg/K (Rogers & Yau, 1989)





















Sc: Schmidt number; Sc = 𝛾a
Dv
Re: Reynolds number; Re = 2rgV
𝛾a












Cd: drag coefficient; Cd = 0.8
g: gravitational acceleration; g = 9.8 m/s2
𝜎a0: air density at the surface, 𝜎a0 ≈ 1.225 kg/m
3 (Seifert & Beheng, 2006)





Rd: specific gas constant of dry air; Rd = 287 J/kg/K (Pruppacher & Klett, 2010)
𝛾a: kinematic viscosity of air; 𝛾a ≈ 1.4086 ⋅ 10−5 m2∕s (Seifert & Beheng, 2006)





3 [𝜌w(T0) − 𝜌i(Tg)] ⋅










𝜏f : freezing time of cloud droplets on the graupel surface, given by the implicit relationship below that requires
numerical solving (Tsenova et al. (2009) with modifications from C. Saunders and R. P. Mitzeva, personal
communications, November/December 2014
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0 = 2πrd
{
LsDv Fl[𝜌w(T0) − 𝜌w(Ta)] + FlK(T0 − Ta)
}
𝜏f







r3d𝜎w[Lf − cw(T0 − Ta)]
} (A3)
Ki: heat conductivity of ice (∼250 K, ∼1,013 hPa); Ki=2.4 W/m/K (Slack, 1980)












FC: ventilation coefficient for the ice crystal; following Tsenova et al. (2009), we assume FC = 1
ri : ice crystal radius
Si: saturation ratio with respect to ice; the model applied here features a saturation adjustment with respect
to water, that is, Si =
ew
ei
ei : saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice
ew: saturation vapor pressure with respect to water
Rv: specific gas constant of water vapor; Rv = 461.5 J∕kg∕K (Pruppacher & Klett, 2010)
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